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Abstract
New to the ESR common programmes is the inclusion of plasma lines along with the standard
ion power density spectrum. Using data from the IPY common programme, a programme that has been
run all through the International Polar Year, we have gone through large amounts of analysed data
trying to find periods in time that fulfils the known criteria for finding Naturally Enhanced Ion
Acoustic Lines (NEIALs), i.e. increased electron densities and penetration depth, a high electron
temperature (>3000K) that is simultaneously equal to or greater than three times the ion temperature
(Te>3Ti) and an increase in ion outflow velocities. Our primary focus has been on the parts of the year
where conditions allow simultaneous runs of the Meridian Scanning Photometer (MSP) instrument
over Svalbard, i.e. the dark winter months of December, January and February of 2007/2008.
We get several results indicating field-aligned currents going both away and towards the radar
simultaneously as well as several NEIALs occurring at altitudes that are normally considered to be too
low with regards to some of the leading theories on the subject. Where such are observed, NEIALs are
presented along with the corresponding plasma lines, as well as MSP plots, magnetometer data and the
parameters of the solar wind taken by the ACE satellite to try and find more information regarding
NEIALs and the underlying processes that cause them. A brief description of the leading theories
regarding NEIALs is also included so we can argue whether or not our observations either strengthens
or weakens these theories.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
The topmost part of Earth's atmosphere becomes partly ionized through interactions with the
plasma of the solar wind, and is labelled as the ionosphere. This is where events such as auroral
emissions are observed, making understanding the ionosphere and the processes that take place there an
interesting and important field of study.
At very high or low latitudes (750-800) the Earth's magnetic dipole field lines are open to direct
injections of auroral particles and thus functions as windows into the ionosphere and the interactions
between the Earth's and the interplanetary magnetic field. For this reason, instruments studying the
ionosphere are placed either at, or as close as possible, to these latitudes.
1.1 EISCAT and the ESR radar
The European Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) Scientific Association is an international research
organisation, operating several radar and receiver stations in northern Scandinavia and in Svalbard. At
present the system consists of a VHF (Very High Frequency) and a UHF (Ultra High Frequency) radar
situated just outside of Tromsø, Norway, and operating at 224 MHz and ~930 MHz, respectively. In
addition, receiver stations are situated in Kiruna, Sweden, and Sodankylä, Finland. In the 1990's the
system was expanded to include two more radars on Svalbard, an archipelago north of the Norwegian
mainland (see figure 1).
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Figure 1: A map of the EISCAT radar sites

The EISCAT Svalbard Radar (ESR) consists of two antennas with one transmitter, operating at
500 MHz. In 1994, the first of the two antennas was completed, a 32 m in diameter parabolic dish
antenna that is fully steerable. The second radar, completed in 1999, is a fixed 42 m dish, aimed
directly along the magnetic field. Both radars are referred to as the 32 m and the 42 m ESR radars, or
just the 32 m and the 42 m, respectively (see figure 2).

Figure 2: The ESR 32 m (right) and 42 m (left) antennas
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The positions of the EISCAT antennas close to where we know magnetic field lines are open to
interplanetary space makes them ideally situated for studies concerning the ionosphere, its interactions
with the solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), most famously is perhaps the northern
lights phenomenon. Placed at about 780 N and 160 E (Geographical latitude and longitude) the ESR
radar lies within the dayside auroral cusp region (see figure 3a) and the polar cap, while at 700 N and
190 E (also geographical coordinates) the Tromsø VHF and UHF radars are placed right in the middle
of the night-side auroral oval (see figure 3b)

Figure 3: a) Auroral oval over Svalbard at day. b) Auroral oval over
northern Scandinavia at night
1.2 The incoherent scatter spectra
The incoherent scatter spectra are derived from scattering electrons in the Earth's ionosphere
that are excited by high frequency electromagnetic waves. These particles then emits radiation in all
spherical directions, and a small portion of this radiation is detected by the ground installations and
then interpreted to give the parameters of the plasma in the ionosphere; plasma density, the electron
and ion temperatures, and the bulk plasma motion being among the most common and important ones.
From these basic parameters, further computations could yield more information about the upper
atmosphere. Cited from the EISCAT Scientific Associations own summary of incoherent scattering,
these parameters include ion composition, electric field strength, conductivity and currents, Joule and
particle heating rates, neutral air temperature, composition and wind speed, fluxes of heat and plasma
along the Earth's magnetic field lines and, with additional information from the plasma lines, electric
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current density in the direction of the magnetic field and part of the spectrum of supra-thermal
electrons.
Due to their high mass and inertia, relative to the electrons, ions are not good scatterers, but still
have a profound impact on the incoherent scatter spectrum. The received power will follow a
distribution determined by the ions and their dispersion relation (see compendium: Lecture notes in
AGF-304 Radar diagnostics of space plasma by Noralv Bjørnå. eq. 53 and 54). This is due to the
plasma property of shielding out electric potential (Debye shielding) and so, ions tend to repel other
ions and attract electrons. If we then acknowledge the fact that the ions are most likely not stationary
relative to the radar ground station, but rather drift, it stands to reason that the ions drag the much
lighter electrons along. It is therefore the motion of the ions, which is reflected in the ion line in the
incoherent scatter spectrum, as seen in figure 4.

Figure 4: Standard shape of the ion density
spectrum

Figure 5: Actual ion density spectrum from
the ESR 42 m radar

The two peaks in the density profile can be explained as the radar seeing ions travelling away
and towards the radar. This preferred ion motion is called ion-acoustic waves or ion-sound waves and
propagate through the plasma with a frequency of the order of kHz. If the waves were left to propagate
through the plasma undisturbed, the spectrum would simply consist of two lines at -ω and ω, however,
the waves are subjected to landau damping1 and thus, the lines are broadened to include all frequencies
observed by the radar, in addition to the frequencies that carry the most effect, i.e. -ω and ω.

1 Although the subject of landau damping is a fascinating one, it is not a main topic for this thesis. Interested readers are
instead referred to Chen, chapter 7.4 – 7.6 for a more detailed analysis.
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Figure 5 is an example of an actual ion density spectrum, taken from the ESR 42 m radar. The
traditional double-humped spectrum is clearly visible, although not as «clean» as the example in
figure 4. The reason why the spectrum is seemingly centred at 0 Hz is just a convenient way of
presenting the data. The spectrum is actually centred around the transmittance frequency, i.e. for this
example 500 MHz, this is also what is meant when we say the radar only “see” waves travelling at the
same frequency as it transmits, namely waves with a k-vector that matches that of the radar.
This is in fact a coherent scattering spectra, but due to the original theories, it was assumed that
the individual electrons would be «free» and thus produce a power density spectrum where the width
was determined by the electron thermal velocity, a much broader spectrum than what we normally get.
In fact, this broad spectrum of «true» incoherent scattering is only possible to obtain if the radar
wavelength is shorter than the ionospheric Debye length, making the radar see each individual particle
instead of both the ions and their shielding electron cloud.
As already mentioned, four basic parameters of the ionosphere can be determined by
incoherent scatter radars (electron density, electron and ion temperatures and ion outflow). The total
returned power to the system depends on the number of electrons scattering, i.e. a stronger return signal
means more electrons or a greater electron density. The width of the spectrum corresponds to the ratio
between the ion temperature and the ion mass and the ion outflow is correlated with the general
Doppler shift of the ion lines. Finally, the shape of the ion density spectra is determined by the electron
to ion temperature ratio. A weak landau damping (Te>>Ti) will result in narrower peaks around ± ω and
thus a deeper dump between the two peaks. A strong dampening (Te ≈ Ti) will result in a much more
shallow dump.
One ion density spectrum is fairly similar to another, but a close analysis of the raw data may
show that on some occasions, one or both of the ion acoustic shoulders are enhanced many orders of
magnitude. It is the study of these Naturally Enhanced Ion Acoustic Lines (NEIALs) this thesis will
focus on.
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1.3 Plasma lines
New to the common program experiments at EISCAT are the plasma lines. Found on either side
of the normal ion density spectrum, these lines correspond to the upshifted and downshifted plasma
frequency and are a signature of the Langmuir waves travelling towards and away from the radar,
respectively. The electron plasma frequency is given by
ωp = (nee2/ε0me)1/2

rad/sec

where ne is the electron density and me is the electron mass. The actual wave frequency for the
Langmuir waves is given by
ω = (ωp2 + 3k2vth2)1/2 rad/sec
where k is the wave number and vth is the thermal velocity of the electrons.
vth = (σTe/me)1/2
σ is Boltzmann's constant and Te is the electron temperature. Usually the second term in the wave
frequency is small, compared to the electron plasma frequency, so the plasma lines are normally said to
correspond to ωp, but if the frequency can be measured, we can find the electron density and
temperature independently from the ion density spectrum. The width of the plasma lines are determined
by the dampening of the Langmuir waves just as for the ion lines and are more closely explained by
Bjørnå (Lecture notes AGF-304 Radar diagnostics of space plasma) and Chen (Chapter 4.3 and 4.4).

Figure 6: Actual plasma line spectrum from the ESR 32 m radar
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The real time graph used to plot the plasma lines are shown in figure 6. Plotting both lines in the
same frame would not be practical as the upshifted and downshifted lines are far out to either side of
the ion density spectrum. As they will be presented here, the topmost images (Figures 6 a1 and 6 a2)
represent the upshifted plasma line, i.e. Langmuir waves travelling towards the radar, while the lower
images (6 b1 and 6 b2) are the downshifted line, representing waves travelling away from the radar
(information given by van Eyken, private communication). Also, figures 6 a1 and 6 b1 are density
spectra, equivalent to the ion density spectrum (figures 4 and 5), just for the electrons. Figures 6 a2 and
6 b2 are the integrated power over all altitudes. A smooth normal distribution-like curve suggest a calm
state. Any intensifications of the plasma lines will appear as spikes at the exact frequencies that are
intensified.
This will be shown in several of the observed spectra later in this thesis, as plasma lines will be
presented taken from the same times, or as close to the same times as possible, as when we see
NEIALs, so that an argument as to whether or not they are intensified along with the ion acoustic
waves can be made. In theory, the Doppler shift in these intensified plasma lines together with the
Doppler shift in the ion acoustic lines, could be used to calculate the currents involved and thus provide
strong indications as to the field strength. However, here we run into problems as the plasma lines are
just images (“snap-shots”) of their shape at the specific point in time, and not actual raw data. If future
experiments were to give more detailed information on this point one might be able to do these
calculations, but for now, this is not possible with a reasonable level of accuracy. Another method to
retrieve the actual values is to do an “image-conversion,” but that is beyond the scope of this thesis.

8
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Chapter 2
NEIALs
Since they where first discovered in the incoherent scatter spectra in the late 80's early 90's
(Foster et al. 1988; Rietveld et al. 1991; Collis et al. 1991), Naturally Enhanced Ion Acoustic Lines
(NEIALs) have sparked a series of articles, trying to explain the underlying physical properties that
generate these burst-like events. Already as early as 1962, Rosenbluth and Rostoker predicted
enhancements of the ion acoustic shoulders in scatter spectra caused by field-aligned currents, but this
were never confirmed with observations, as the required currents were considered unrealistically high.
Initially considered to be nothing more than satellite echoes, NEIALs have more recently been
established as a more common phenomenon primarily in the ionospheric F-layer. Burst-like in nature,
these events can be hard to detect, and even if a data dump of a few seconds does show an enhanced
ion acoustic shoulder, the event could be over by the time the next data dump is ready, making it
somewhat difficult to track these enhancements in time. In fact Grydeland et. al. (2003) suggests
NEIAL events can happen on time scales as short as a few tenths of a second.
Why NEIALs occur is still somewhat of a mystery, however, the most prominent theories are
i) Current driven instabilities (Foster et. al., 1988; Collis et. al. 1991; Rietveld et. al. 1991), ii) Ion-Ion
Two-Stream Instability (Wahlund et. al., 1992b) and iii) Parametric decay of Langmuir waves (Forme
1993 and 1999). All of the theories have their strong sides and weak points and research into this field
is still going on which might one day yield further explanations to why NEIALs occur, but for this
paper, these are the three theories the arguments will be focused against.
Many articles have been presented trying to explain the underlying driving forces of the
enhanced spectra. The current driven instability, or ion-electron instability, based on the initial
predictions of Rosenbluth and Rostoker; explain the enhancements with large thermal electron drifts
relative to the ions. In the ion-ion two-stream instability, it is the relative drift between two ion
populations that cause the enhancements (Wahlund et. al., 1992). Both of these theories rely on charged
particles propagating along the magnetic field lines. Thus, they exclude NEIALs as being anything but
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bound by the magnetic field, or at the very least, not likely to be detected at large angles to the
magnetic field. Some observations however, might disprove this fact (Foster et. al., 1988; Knutsen,
2007).
Last, but not least, the Parametric decay of Langmuir waves, proposed by Forme (1993, 1999),
is perhaps the only theory that does not struggle to explain several of the more common features of
NEIALs such as simultaneous enhancements of the ion acoustic shoulders or waves propagating in
either direction, however, much work remains until all aspects of NEIALs are fully explained.
This thesis will try to shed some new light as to what causes NEIALs and make some
arguments for and against the leading theories on the subject. In addition, as of 2007, plots of the
plasma lines were included in the common programme experiments. They will be presented alongside
clear occurrences of NEIALs, so the added information these plots provide also can be taken into
consideration.
2.1 Current Driven Instability
As early as the 1960's, Rosenbluth and Rostoker (1962 and references therein) predicted that the
power spectra from incoherent scatter radars could be enhanced as a result of field-aligned currents.
The predictions were never verified however, as the field-aligned current density requirements where
considered to be unrealistically high (~ 1 mA/m2). However, Foster et. al. (1988) reported seeing
spectra that they interpreted as being due to such strong currents and later on, some measurements from
the Ørsted satellite do lend credence to such a claim (Neubert and Christiansen, 2003). In the current
driven instability theory, also known as ion-electron two-stream instability, ion acoustic instability is
driven by thermal electron drifts. The large field-aligned current densities needed could be produced by
parallel electric fields in theory, either by precipitating particles or horizontal conductivity.
Rietveld et. al. (1991) gives a brief explanation as to why it so intuitively «feels» right to accept
that strong differential flows between thermal ions and electrons yields enhanced ion acoustic spectra:
A difference in the electron and ion drifts means that more electrons scatter radar waves on one side of
the ion velocity distribution than the other. Also, a detectable asymmetry implies that the electrons are
drifting at a notable fraction of their own thermal speed.
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This again would require large current densities, but Rietveld et. al. (1991) takes this as
verification as to why enhanced spectra are so uncommon. It should here be noted however, that their
assumptions are based on observations from the EISCAT UHF radar in Tromsø, transmitting at
933 MHz. More recent observations with the ESR system (500 MHz) and the VHF radar (224 MHz)
suggest that NEIALs are more commonly seen in radars using lower frequencies (Strømme, 2004;
Knutsen, 2007).
Which shoulder that is enhanced is said to be a measure of which way the thermal electrons are
propagating (in relation to the ions). An enhancement in the positive frequency range means the
electrons are travelling towards the radar, i.e. a downward field-aligned motion. An enhancement in the
negative frequency range implies the opposite. This causes a problem for the current driven instability
theory when enhancements in both shoulders occur simultaneously. Both Rietveld et. al. (1991) and
Collis et. al. (1991) address this problem by suggesting that the data dumps where simultaneously
enhancement occur, see a reversement of the strong field-aligned current within the radar integration
times and that the enhancement in fact does not occur simultaneously, but rather is a result of
inadequate temporal resolutions. Grydeland et. al. (2003) however seems to discredit this argument,
observing what appears to be continuous growth and decay of the enhancements on a time scale of 0.2
seconds, and that on even these short time scales, some cases show simultaneous enhancements in both
shoulders. Strong field-aligned currents, both away and towards the radar, occupying the same
latitudinal area defined by the width of the radar beam, have long been thought to be impossible.
Another possibility mentioned by Rietveld et. al. (1991) is that we are observing very narrow spatial
structures in latitude.
2.2 Ion-Ion Two-Stream Instability
Wahlund et. al. (1992b, references therein) argues that the strong field-aligned current densities
needed for the ion-electron interactions of the current driven instabilities, have never truly been
observed to occur, either independently or in correlation with an enhanced spectrum. Instead, Wahlund
et. al. chooses to focus on strong field-aligned bulk ion outflows, which have been observed by the
EISCAT system at the same time as NEIALs. The argument is that the ion-ion acoustic instability
occurs as a result of a relative drift between two ion populations. As an example, H+ and O+ are
mentioned to be the likely culprits at high ionospheric altitudes in the F-layer, with NO+-O+ instability a
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possible process at lower altitudes. The densities of one of the ion populations are assumed to be much
higher than the other. Although acceleration of H+ in the high ionosphere is possible (Løvhaug et. al.,
2001), no process for accelerating O+ or NO+ at lower altitudes are proposed, in fact, the theory states
that NEIALs occurring at lower altitudes is unlikely as the relative ion drifts required are thought to be
too high in the lower regions of the ionosphere, where collisions between ions and neutrals begin to
make an effect.
The theory also assumes that the electrons have zero drift velocity, but Wahlund et. al. (1992b)
makes a point of the fact that adjusting the electron drift velocity so that the final current density
becomes zero, makes little change in the final results of their calculations. It is noted that large
densities of electrons are observed in regions with enhanced ion acoustic turbulence (Wahlund et. al.
operates with 1 x 1011 m-3), calculating the required current for enhancement to occur according to the
theory of ion-electron instability, would require a current density of about 670 μA m-2. This is one order
below the minimum current density required to initiate enhancement of the ion lines, but for the ion-ion
instability theory however, asymmetrical enhancements of a shoulder is already obtained for drifts
around the thermal velocity and so has no problems with NEIALs occurring even if the currents present
are not strong enough.
Enhancement of one of the ion lines can occur as long as the relative drift velocity is of the
order of the ion species thermal velocity, drifts larger than twice the ion thermal speed is said to
produce enhancements of 1-2 orders of magnitude, i.e. density fluctuations approach the strong
turbulence regime. At greater drifts one starts to leave the instability regime and the density
fluctuations will decrease back to normal thermal levels. Exactly where this instability finally collapses
is beyond the scope of this thesis to determine, but it should be mentioned that Wahlund et. al.
observed enhancements in both shoulders for very large drifts (a factor of 4 or greater).
The Ion-Ion Two-Stream Instability theory thus has its strong arguments, while some claims
certainly needs more research, also as the enhancements involve charged particles, the theory assumes
NEIALs are bound by the magnetic field lines, but certain observations suggests NEIALs can be seen
with a large angle to the magnetic field lines (Foster, 1988; Knutsen, 2007).
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2.3 Parametric decay of Langmuir waves
Finding both the current driven and Ion-Ion instability theories to have problems explaining
some of the characteristics of NEIALs, Forme (1993, 1999 and references therein) proposes a new
possible theory as to what causes enhancements in the power spectra. He considers a beam of electrons
with a certain density and field-aligned velocity, streaming through a background plasma with a
different density. The total distribution function is then called a «bump-on-tail» distribution and is
unstable to the beam instability so that electrostatic waves with a frequency close to the plasma
frequency are excited. He goes on to state that the most important type of non-linear interaction
responsible for parametric instabilities is the three-waves interaction, were Langmuir waves cause the
growth of secondary Langmuir waves and ion-acoustic waves.
This theory requires no strong field-aligned currents or large relative ion drift velocities. In
addition, enhancement can occur without problems in both directions and therefore in both lines
simultaneously. Upward propagating acoustic waves are predicted to be a result of large fluxes of
backscattered and secondary electrons, while downward propagating waves are caused by precipitating
particles. It does however, require the precipitating electrons to be of low energy, typically between 10500 eV, favouring Type II ion outflow2. This implies that NEIALs are not likely to occur during more
energetic precipitation, unless a «soft» electron component is present.
Also, with “soft” particles being the main trigger, this theory could have difficulties explaining
NEIALs below the region where soft precipitation is usually deposited (around 300 km – 400 km
altitude). “Harder” electrons could penetrate further down into the ionosphere, loosing energy along the
way until they finally reach the energy levels this theory require to enhance the ion acoustic lines,
however, later examples will present NEIALs as far down as 150 km altitude, with little if any “hard”
electron precipitation present.

2 Strømme (2004, references therein) mentions that a large Magnetosphere-Ionosphere (MI) coupling is the outflow of
ionospheric plasma along open and closed field lines at high latitudes. EISCAT UHF and VHF observations have
revealed periods of large field-aligned bulk ion outflow, referred to as Type I and Type II ion outflow. Type I is related
to strong perpendicular electric fields, enhanced and anisotropic ion temperatures and low electron density below
300km, indicating small amounts of auroral precipitation. Type II is related to auroral arcs and enhanced electron
temperatures, with no corresponding enhancement in the ion temperature.

14
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Chapter 3
Observations
The EISCAT IPY common programme used to generate the raw data presented in this text, is
among the first programmes to incorporate both the plasma lines and the power density spectrum
allowing us to observe the plasma lines in correlation with NEIALs. A major drawback for our studies
however, is that the experiment only reaches to 500 km altitude. Given the limited altitude range of the
ipy common programme, the periods we can identify as having NEIALs, with a reasonable level of
certainty, are few and far between. That does not mean NEIALs do not occur, but, as previous
examinations have showed (Strømme, 2004; Knutsen, 2007), NEIALs seen by the EISCAT ESR 42m
radar are normally spotted at an altitude of 500 km and above. This does not mean that NEIALs do not
occur further down in the ionosphere, but that the ESR radar preferably sees enhancements above this
altitude due to its transmitter frequency and the energy of the precipitating particles in the cusp. This
requires that whatever mechanism triggers NEIALs, need to be intensive enough to cause
enhancements on ESR frequencies below 500 km altitude.
Of all the hours of raw data analysed for this thesis, only two days contained data that we could
reasonably assume were NEIALs, namely December 17 2007 and January 5 2008. In addition raw data
from December 21 2007 are presented, as they show interesting enhancements in the plasma lines, but
not the ion acoustic lines. Supplementing these raw data are msp plots, magnetometer data for Svalbard
at the times in question and measurements from the ACE satellite on the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF).
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Figure 7: Plot of the analyzed raw data from the ESR 42m radar December 17 2007
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Figure 7 shows the properties of the ionosphere during December 17 2007, when we first note
NEIALs in the raw data. Presented is the electron density, electron and ion temperature and fieldaligned velocity as a function of altitude and universal time (UT) from top to bottom, respectively. The
registered NEIALs occur between 06:30 UT and 07:00 UT and corresponds nicely to the massive event
marked as 1 in the figure. Electron densities remain high throughout the early morning, but the electron
temperature doesn't really increase until 05:00 UT. It then remains very high for the entirety of our
registered events. As already mentioned, the experiment only reaches to 500km altitude. And NEIALs
may in fact occur all through the event from about 05:00 UT to 07:00 UT, but at altitudes beyond the
reach of the radar. Certainly the conditions for NEIALs to occur, namely an electron temperature about
three times greater than the ion temperature (Te>3Ti) as well as above ~3000K, increased electron
densities and penetration depth and an increase in ion outflow are all present simultaneously. We also
see an increase in electron density and penetration depth between 16:00 UT and 17:00 UT (marked 2) ,
but not nearly as strong an increase in temperatures and ion outflow. It is perhaps not surprising then,
that no NEIALs were observed in this period, as not all the conditions required for enhancements to
occur were present.
Listed below are the actual ion density spectra and plasma line plots from the 42 m and 32 m
respectively. The 42 m results are divided into the two pulses of the experiment, each pulse consisting
of a density spectra (see figure 5) and a power profile, the latter is a plot showing received power as a
function of altitude. During more calm periods the received power from the ionosphere declines as a
function of altitude, as one would intuitively expect. However, during NEIAL events, one clearly see
an enhancement not only in one or both of the ion acoustic shoulders in the density spectrum, but also
in the power profile as can be clearly seen in the following images. The plasma lines are presented as
described in section 1.3.
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At 06:31:12 UT a slight blob in the upshifted shoulder can be seen in both pulses from the 42 m
ESR radar. The corresponding plasma lines however show only a slight enhancement in the
downshifted plasma line. It could be argued that the blobs seen in the raw data are not NEIALs at all,
but rather a satellite echo or other objects such as space debris, caught in the beam. An example of how
a satellite looks, both in the power profile and density spectrum is presented in the data dump in
18:01:54 UT from November 27 2007. Most satellites are not so clear as this example, but it does
provide the basic signatures one look for when determining whether or not an enhancement is caused
by natural means or man-made objects. Namely a boxcar shape in the power profile that usually, but
not necessarily, gives a massive return signal to the radar from the altitude the object is located. In the
density spectrum a satellite can be seen as anything from a great disturbance like the one in our
example, to much smaller blobs or NEIAL-like structures.
06:31:18 UT on December 17 2007 clearly show NEIALs above 250 km where the upshifted
shoulder is enhanced at a lower altitude than the downshifted one. This is a condition that is quite
consistent in instances where both shoulders are enhanced simultaneously. Even when the
enhancements are as strong as they are here, the plasma lines barely show any increase in intensity, in
fact, the intensification of the plasma lines drop with respect to their levels in the previous dump. The
reason for this could be that the timing of the plasma lines and the raw data is slightly off, the 32 m
presenting its data a second before the 42m. It could be possible that the plots from the 32m data are
done just before the massive event is recorded with the 42m. If such is the case however, the events
recorded at 06:31:12 UT are probably not linked. No obvious NEIALs before this dump were visible,
but it might be that 06:31:12 UT were the end of one event, and 06:31:18 UT was a brand new one.
The observant reader might also note some peculiar enhancements in the same data dump below 250
km, but a closer inspection of the power profile clearly shows a more boxcar like signature that we
normally associate with a satellite. However, the raw data seem to contain enhancements in both
shoulders, with the downshifted ion line less intense than the upshifted one. This is not characteristic of
a spectrum that is corrupted by a satellite, which usually only sees an enhancement in one of the
shoulders when they are observed at this intensity level.
06:41:48 UT show much weaker NEIALs that the previous example, although the power
profiles might look a little inconclusive. Especially pulse 2 shows a signature that could resemble a
more square shape from about 350 km altitude and above, but Pulse 1 is clearly more rounded. This
leads to a reasonable conclusion that the enhancement observed in this particular data dump, is in fact
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caused by some natural processes and again, an enhancement in the ion-acoustic spectra give little
changes in the plasma lines. This time however, both the 42m and 32m register enhancements at the
downshifted part of the spectrum, although the plasma line is barely present.
At 06:48:30 UT however, nearly an opposite situation occur. The upshifted ion-acoustic
shoulder is enhanced, but the plasma lines still show enhancement in the downshifted side. We can also
see what appears to be a slight enhancement as far down as 150 km altitude without the power profiles
for either of the two pulses showing any clear sign of satellites. Also, on a closer revisit of these last
two dumps one can indeed see a slight bump in the positive frequency range of the lower plasma line
plots, about 500 kHz from the centre frequency, but it needs to be emphasised that these plots are
presented with the upshifted plasma lines and their corresponding integrated power above, and the
downshifted line and corresponding integrated power below. So even though these slight bumps are
visible, they do in fact not imply an enhancement in the upshifted part of the spectrum. Enhancements
of the plasma lines, in both the positive and negative frequency range are interesting, though, any
attempt at interpreting their meaning would be purely speculative at this point, so they will not be
discussed further.
The very next data dump, 06:48:36 UT, shows a clear enhancement in both shoulders, and
could be interpreted as a continuation of the NEIAL event we observed in the previous dump. Only this
time the second shoulder seems to have been enhanced as well. We also note that the enhancement at
150 km altitude seems to have shifted from the downshifted, to the upshifted part of the spectrum.
However, caution is advised in making such assumptions as a close inspection of the power profile in
question shows a shape resembling a boxcar at the altitudes of 170km – 230km. This could mean that
we in fact do not see NEIALs at these low heights here, but the echoes of a satellite. In addition, a
square shape also can be seen in the power profile at about 320 km altitude, perhaps most prominent in
Pulse 2, but in this case, it could also just be a result of the instabilities in the ionosphere, especially
since Pulse 1, although slightly jagged, do in fact resemble a more smooth curve. Whether or not the
enhancements at the lower altitudes are in fact just satellites, one can with a reasonable level of security
safely claim that we see NEIALs at the greater altitudes in these plots. The plasma lines follow their
usual pattern of intensity, with only the downshifted line showing any activity.
At 06:48:54 UT, we again see what can be interpreted as a box car shape in the initial altitudes
of the power profile, and thus imply that the enhancements observed at these heights are in fact
satellites. Above 250 km altitude however, we clearly see an enhancement in the upshifted shoulder.
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Although it appears less bright than its previous counterparts at 06:48:30 UT or 06:48:36 UT it might
help to keep in mind that these intensifications are plotted in relation to all other intensities, i.e. the
strong influence of satellites at lower altitudes disrupts the scaling process. If we observe the peak in
the power profile, between 300 km and 400 km altitude, we see that the enhancement gives a returned
power yield close to 1000K. This is about the same order of intensification as, for example, the
previous case of NEIALs, at 06:48:36 UT. Again, nothing drastic seems to be happening to the plasma
lines that have not already been discussed. The steady intensification in the downshifted line seems
constant throughout the recorded events.
The plots of data from 06:50:24 UT show a slight enhancement in the downshifted shoulder. A
closer look at the power profile however shows that the level of enhancement is very low, compared to
the other examples. What's interesting however are the slight blobs visible at low altitudes, both in the
upshifted and downshifted plots of Pulse 1, and just the downshifted in Pulse 2 with no hint of a box
car in the power profile, that certainly hints at the presence of naturally enhancements. However, no
such conclusions should be made on account of the low levels shown in the power profile. The plasma
line is steadily enhanced in the downshifted line.
With respect to the low returned power signal of the previous dump, 06:50:42 UT show a much
more interesting event with power levels nearly twice that of the 06:50:24 UT plot. Enhancement in
both ion-acoustic shoulders, at roughly the same altitudes and at about the same level of intensity, both
higher up in the ionosphere, from about 300 km, and as low as about 150 km altitude. Pulse 1 might
show a slight flattening of its profile around 200km, but Pulse 2 does not seem to record anything of
that kind. It might just be that the flattening in Pulse 1 is an optical illusion, caused by the massive
peaks in the power profile at the beginning of each data dump in this pulse, either way, it is highly
probable that the intensifications we see in this dump from 300 km altitude at least, are NEIALs.
Whether or not the same conclusions can be made for the two blobs at around 150 km is more
uncertain, but not crucial for this thesis. What is more interesting is the fact that the plasma lines show
a steady intensification in the downshifted line, also in this dump.
The last recorded event on December 17 was seen over two dumps at 06:52:48 UT and
06:52:54 UT. Again we are faced with the possibility of the enhancements observed at the lowest
altitudes being nothing more than satellites, as indicated by the power profile. At least the raw data
from 06:52:48 UT is probably a result of a foreign object getting inside the beam at the lowest
altitudes. This probably also mean that the spectrum enhancements in 06:52:54 UT at the lowest
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heights are a result of a satellite or perhaps even the same satellite as the spectra are quite similar below
300 km. Above this height however, we might see a natural enhancement in the last spectrum taken
from this day. Pulse 1 at this time clearly consists of two flattened shapes, while Pulse 2 has a more
rounded power profile. If the enhancements recorded at 06.52:54 UT is taken to be NEIALs, this is
interesting since the corresponding plasma lines show the enhancement we have seen throughout this
event in the downshifted line, while the plasma line from 06:52:48 UT show no enhancement in either
of the lines. It is tantalising to draw the conclusion that since we have no NEIALs, the plasma lines
show no enhancement either, but we have no way of being certain as to whether or not NEIALs do
occur above the range of the radar.

Figure 8: Properties of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) on December 17 2007
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As a way to try and explain the cause of these NEIALs, we have also observed the space
weather for the time in question. Figure 8 is a plot of the measured interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)
as seen by the ACE satellite. Situated in the L1 Lagrangian point, 1.5 x106 km from Earth, it takes
about an hour for the observed conditions of the IMF to reach the Earth's magnetosphere where
interactions take place.

Figure 9: Properties of the IMF delay on December 17 2007
Figure 9 is a more precise estimate of the delay between ACE and Earth and is calculated using
the solar wind speed and the distance from L1 to Earth using the very simple formula T = S/V, where T
is the delay in minutes, S is the distance and V is the solar wind speed. The delay is then plotted as a
function of minutes with respect to the given hour during the day in UT. As we can clearly see in
Figure 4, the delay all through the morning of December 17 is somewhere between 66 and 68 minutes.
We therefore have to observe the IMF between 05:30 UT and 06:00 UT to find the data in question.
The ACE data (figure 8) shows that the BX – component of the IMF is small but steadily
positive throughout the time interval in question. It dips from about 3nT to about 1nT for close to 15
minutes in the middle of the time period, but this component is not usually taken to be the most
important in the complex interactions between the Earth's and the interplanetary magnetic field, so this
is probably not too important, of more interest is the BY – component. Neubert and Christiansen (2003)
states that the field-aligned currents needed for the current driven instability argument to hold, are
found throughout the auroral oval, but are most intense in the cusp and pre-noon cusp region. With a
BY – component that is negative through the entire interval in question, although with very low values,
approaching 0 nT at the second half of the interval, it is reasonable to assume that the cusp is situated
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very close to noon magnetic local time (MLT) or a little earlier, as described in chapter 2.4 (figure 2.5)
in Dayside and Polar cap Aurora by Sandholt et. al. (2002)
Noon MLT at Svalbard is about 08:50 UT so our NEIAL event can certainly be said to be in the
pre-noon cusp region. The fact that BZ remains positive throughout the time in question can be taken in
favour of strong field-aligned currents being possible, as Neubert and Christiansen (2003) argues such
an alignment of the BZ – component favours a concentration of the currents in the cusp region. A
negative BZ would imply the currents being distributed over the dayside magnetopause and in the tail.
Figure 10 is the magnetometer data taken from Longyearbyen at the time in question. Added
here as an example of how the magnetic field, registered at ground level appears over Longyearbyen.
Although December 17 seems to be an active day, no clear features can be related to the observed
NEIALs.

Figure 10: Magnetometer data from Longyearbyen December 17 2007
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Figure 11: MSP data from Longyearbyen December 17 2007
The MSP data from Longyearbyen from December 17 (figure 11), focuses on the times leading
up to 07:00 UT. The image is quite blurred up until the point of ~ 06:15 UT, indicating an overcast sky,
but around 06:20 UT the weather seems to clear up showing particle precipitation in both the green
(557.7 nm) and red (630.0 nm) lines. The MSP instrument scans the overhead sky from north to south,
900 degrees is taken to be directly above the instrument and Longyearbyen. It should be mentioned that
the 427.8 nm line seems stretched at the expense of the 557.7 nm green line. It is assumed that the data
from the 427.8 nm line only overwrites the affected green emission lines so that only data from 600
north and above is corrupted, and that the remaining data appear at the correct angels as seen by the
instrument. This should mean that we can safely say the MSP data shows very little 557.7 nm
emissions directly above Longyearbyen between 06:30 UT and 07:00 UT. The 630.0 nm red line
emissions however show a massive brightening at around 06:30 UT. At first glance it could seem like
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the MSP instrument has gotten blurred again, indicating less than optimal weather conditions, but then
we would expect to see similar effects in the other emission lines, particularly the green 557.7 nm line.
Looking back, the ion density spectra for 06:31:18 UT and the two enhancements we observed
at around 150 km altitude and how they might not be an indication of satellites due to the enhancement
in both shoulders, could be more thoroughly explained by figure 11. If we observe MSP data from the
time in question virtually no green line emissions are seen. The 557.7 nm green line being an indicator
as to how energetic the particle precipitation is, we would expect to see some intensification here as the
blobs are enhanced at very low altitudes, usually implying the presence of more energetic particles. The
fact that little if any emissions are observed could mean we are in fact seeing satellites in the 06:31:18
UT plot at around 150 km altitude, or if they in fact are NEIALs, it could mean the strong
intensification of observed 630.0 nm red line are able to propagate further down in the ionosphere than
what is common.
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Figure 12: Plot of the analyzed raw data from the ESR 42 m radar January 5 2008
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January 5 2008 contained several periods where the parameters needed for NEIALs were
present (see figure 12). Most interesting is perhaps the period between 12:00 UT and 13:00 UT
(marked 1 in the figure), which show a greatly increased electron density as well as high electron
temperatures and an increased ion outflow. Also the point in time around 17:00 UT (marked 2 in figure
12) show an increase in electron temperature, and although the electron densities are not as intense as
the previous period, this could also be a period of enhancements in the ion acoustic lines. Just before
20:00 UT (marked 3) we once again note a sharp increase in the electron densities as well as the
greatest penetration depths recorded that day. We also see a sharp increase in electron temperatures, but
not nearly as strong as the first incident we observed. A slight increase in ion outflow can also be
deduced. Then finally, between 23:00 UT and 24:00 UT we register what seems to be the last time of
interest this day (marked 4). A large increase in electron densities and penetration depth, although the
electron temperature does not seem to be enhanced nearly as much as previous periods and an increase
in the ion outflow also seems absent.
Going through the raw data from these times of interest only yields one clear occurrence of
NEIALs, namely one data dump at 19:45:48 UT, corresponding to the event marked 3 in figure 12.
Again, whether or not NEIALs occur above the radar cut off region will only be purely speculative.
Surely all the conditions for NEIALs are present during much more of the day than this one particular
time, but we have no way of determine any such occurrences.
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At 19:45:48 UT both of the ion acoustic lines are clearly enhanced, although the downshifted
one is the most intensive. One could make the argument that the power profile subtly hints at a slightly
square shape below 200 km altitude, but we see no indications of a foreign object in the density
spectrum and that NEIALs are present from around 300 km and above seems certain. As we showed
with the plasma lines on December 17 2007, it yet again is the downshifted plasma line that is
enhanced.

Figure 13: Properties of the IMF delay on January 5 2008
Figure 13 shows that it takes the solar wind takes about 40 minutes to propagate from the ACE
satellite to the Earth at the time of our recorded NEIAL. Observing the IMF components around
19:08 UT shows that the BX is about 7 nT, BY is about -5 nT and BZ is small, close to 0 nT, but negative
(figure 14). The magnetometer data seems a bit more conclusive (Figure 15). Clearly changes in the
Earth's magnetosphere take place at the same time as we observe an increase in the electron density and
penetration depth (Figure 12 marked 3), indicating the onset of a substorm that we normally associate
with auroral precipitation.
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Figure 15: Magnetometer data from Longyearbyen January 5 2008
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If we concentrate on the findings of Neubert and Christiansen (2003) again, field-aligned
currents on the night side is shown to occur. However, they state that these currents are distributed
throughout the auroral oval, but primarily around the cusp and pre-midnight sector. Even though our
observed NEIAL can certainly be said to occur in the pre-midnight sector, the night-time auroral oval
lies primarily over northern Scandinavia, not Svalbard where our observations are made. The MSP
images from January 5 however, does seem to indicate auroral precipitation during the time in
question, indicating that the auroral oval covers Svalbard at this particular time (Figure 16). Both red
and green line emissions are present although they can be said to be somewhat blurred. Clear structures
can still be seen both before and after the event though, so it is reasonable to assume the weather
conditions at the time consists of a clear night sky.

Figure 16: MSP data from Longyearbyen January 5 2008
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Figure 17: Plot of the analyzed raw data from the ESR 42 m radar December 21 2007
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Several times during December 21 2007 showed potential for having NEIALs (marked 1, 2 and
3 in figure 17) . The electron densities seems quite strong, penetrating far down into the ionosphere
from about 18:30 UT to past 21:00 UT, with a short gap around 19:00 UT to 19:30 UT. Even though
the electron temperatures stays low throughout the day, a slight increase in the ion outflow can be
detected about 19:00 UT and at about 20:30 UT (marked 1 and 2). For this reason, the raw data
covering these times of interest was checked, and although the search yielded no NEIALs, it did in fact
yield something very interesting for this thesis, as the following spectra will show. Three consecutive
data dumps are included, covering 20:15:42 UT, 20:15:48 UT and 20:15:54 UT.
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The spectra show no NEIALs, at least not below 500 km altitude. A strong intensification
between 200 km and 300 km altitude can be observed at 20:15:42 UT, but this enhancement seems
quite evenly distributed, implying that the ion acoustic spectrum is quite symmetrical. The same
argument can be made for both 20:15:48 UT and 20:15:54 UT although these plots show thin arcs
shooting up through the ionosphere, they appear to be symmetrical. An enhancement in both lines
simultaneously is of coarse a possibility, and perhaps strong NEIALs occur above 500 km, it is
impossible to say, but what is possible to deduce is that both the upshifted and downshifted plasma line
experience a massive simultaneous enhancement in all three dumps.

Figure 18: Properties of the IMF delay on December 21 2007
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Figure 19: Properties of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) on December 21 2007
Taking the IMF delay of about 37 minutes into account (figure 18), the properties of the IMF
spatial components can be deduced as follows (figure 19): BX about -7 nT, BY about 3 nT and BZ is
small, but negative, approaching 0 nT from below.
Again the IMF shows no drastic changes at the time in question, nor are any drastic changes
present just before the event takes place and thus not yielding anything conclusive as to what can cause
the strong enhancements in the plasma lines that we see. The magnetometer data however (figure 20)
show a very active period. The H – component makes a clear turn into negative ranges at a time that
correlates with our observed spectra. The MSP plots for December 21 are shown in figure 21. Fine arcs
of auroral precipitation in both the red and green line above Longyearbyen around 20:15 UT is surely
present. The red line precipitations seem weaker than in the previous examples, however, this does not
provide adequate explanation as to why we do not see any NEIALs in the 42 m data. NEIALs could in
fact occur at higher latitudes than 500 km, we simply have no way of knowing for sure.
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Figure 21: MSP data from Longyearbyen December 21 2007
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Chapter 4
Discussion
Including the plasma lines in the ESR experiments has the potential for giving us more
information concerning the ionosphere in general and the processes that take place during NEIAL
events. With the plasma lines it is possible, in theory, to calculate the currents that are present by
measuring the Doppler shifts of the plasma lines and the ion lines. If the actual currents could be found,
we would be able to reach a more definite conclusion concerning the current density theory (section
2.1) and whether or not the large currents needed are present during NEIAL events. However, it is
difficult to measure the “true” Doppler shift of the ion lines during NEIALs and the plasma lines are
just stored as images. As stated earlier, inversion techniques could be used to retrieve the actual raw
data values, but this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
In the data presented we have found examples of plasma lines at the same times as NEIALs.
According to Forme (1999), enhancements in the downshifted ion lines is caused by backscattered or
secondary electrons, i.e. electrons moving upwards or away from the radar, while the upshifted ion line
is thought to be a result of precipitating particles, i.e. electrons moving down or towards the radar. If
we then observe an enhancement in the upshifted ion line while we simultaneously observe
enhancements in the downshifted plasma line, it might be an indication of anti-parallel currents in the
same scattering volume.
Perhaps one of the more interesting results of our observations is the fact that during all our
NEIAL events, only the downshifted plasma line could be said to be intensified. Whether or not there
are any correlation between NEIALs and the plasma lines at all is impossible to conclude, for the
reason that we can not say for certain if NEIALs occur beyond the sight of the radar without an
intensification in the plasma line. However, when we do observe NEIALs in the data, we clearly have
Langmuir waves travelling away from the radar. Electrons moving up along the field lines directly
implies a field-aligned current going down. This is interesting as we also know from our observations
that an enhancement in the upshifted or both ion acoustic lines definitely occur at 06:31:18 UT,
06:48:30 UT, 06:48:36 UT, 06:48:54 UT, 06:50:42 UT on December 17 2007 and at 19:45:48 UT on
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January 5 2008. If Forme is right, and enhancement in the upshifted ion line is indicative of particle
precipitation, i.e. electrons travelling down along the magnetic field lines, this means we must have
field-aligned currents going in both directions at the same time.
It should also be mentioned, that in the unlikely event that the convention of how the plasma
lines are presented is wrong, i.e. the topmost plot from the 32 m is actually the downshifted line, while
the bottom plot is the upshifted; implying that the observations in this case actually see only the
upshifted plasma line is intensified, our argument of oppositely pointed currents still hold. Now, an
intensification in the plasma line indicates electrons travelling towards the radar and a current going up,
while we observe enhancements in the downshifted ion-acoustic line, which implies electrons moving
moving away and a current aimed down. Our recorded NEIALs at 06:31:18 UT, 06:41:48 UT,
06:48:36 UT, 06:50:24 UT, 06:50:42 UT and 06:52:54 UT on December 17 2007, as well as
19:45:48 UT on January 5 2008 all show enhancements in at least the downshifted ion acoustic
shoulder (if not both) fulfilling this (although unlikely) scenario.
This clearly indicates that field-aligned currents, going in both directions, at the same time are
at least possible in the ionosphere. The plasma line altitude range is however only 250 km, while most
of our NEIALs are observed between 300 km and 500 km altitude, so it does not mean that the
oppositely directed currents occupy the same altitude as well. Still, focusing on the event at
06:48:30 UT on December 17 2007, we might have a slight enhancement as far down the ionosphere as
a 150 km. The plasma line seems to be intensified at around 200 km altitude, making the potential
oppositely directed currents close, but we can not say they are close enough to spark enhancements in
both ion acoustic shoulders at the same time, which have been one of the major difficulties for the
current driven instability to explain.
However, turning our attention to the events of December 21 2007, yields a different picture. If
electron waves travelling up and away from the radar indicates a field-aligned current travelling down,
surely enhancements in the upshifted plasma line, indicating electrons travelling towards the radar,
implies a field-aligned current going the opposite direction. All three plots from this day show clear
enhancements in both the upshifted and downshifted plasma lines at the same time.
Focusing on 20:15:42 UT, the upshifted plasma line seems to be intensified at altitudes
covering all the way up to about 150 km – 160 km, while the downshifted plasma line seems
intensified from about 160 km and above. This certainly indicates that oppositely directed currents, can
not occupy the same altitude range at the same time, however, at 20:15:54 UT we do see what appears
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to be simultaneously intensified plasma lines at the same altitude. The upshifted plasma line is far more
intense, almost a factor of 20 times greater than the downshifted line, but it seems clear that the
upshifted line covers the entire altitude of the intensifications for the downshifted line.
Close, painstakingly accurate measurements are extremely difficult if not impossible to make
by simply observing images. If numerical values of the plasma lines were available, one could perhaps
draw a more substantial conclusion as to whether or not differently aimed currents occupy the exact
same altitude in space, but even if they don't, it seems clear they at the very least are capable of rapid
reversements, making it possible, that under the right circumstances, the current driven instability
theory could explain enhancements in both ion acoustic shoulders at the same time and at the same
altitudes.
Another assumption by Forme (1993, 1999), is the requirement of the presence of soft particle
precipitation with energies ranging from 10 eV to 500 eV. This would suggest that the occurrence of
NEIALs are strongly linked with Type II ion outflow, in addition, we know that “soft” particles are
more common during the midday sector of the auroral oval, which would suggest that NEIALs are
predominantly a midday phenomenon.
However, observing NEIALs on January 5 2008 at 19:45:48 UT clearly shows that NEIALs
also occur during the night as well. Although only one example of NEIALs in the pre-midnight sector
were found in our data, this does not suggest that NEIALs at night are rare, favouring the day-side.
Knutsen (2007) observed several NEIALs during the night, which implies that enhancements during
these times are not too uncommon.
It should also be noted that we do not observe NEIALs without the presence of soft particles,
i.e. emissions in the 630.0 nm red line. This can not, however, be taken in favour of the parametric
decay theory as the range resolution of the ipy common programme is too poor. Had NEIALs been
observed without any indications of soft particle precipitation, a more conclusive argument could be
made, but for now, we have no means of determining whether or not NEIALs occur above 500 km
altitude with or without soft particles present. Also, figure 11 show virtually no presence of emissions
in the 557.7 nm green line. Although there is some difficulty in separating NEIALs from satellites in
our examples, we've already argued that at least some of the plots from December 17 could show
NEIALs as far down as 150 km. If these blobs are in fact NEIALs, Forme's theory have difficulty
explaining how low energy particles can created enhancements at this low altitude.
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As for NEIALs being caused by ion-ion instabilities, figure 7 show a clear intensification of the
ion outflow (marked 1) during our recorded NEIAL events at December 17 2007. During our event on
January 5 though, we see little if any increase in the ion velocities (marked 3 in figure 12). Surely the
ions are accelerated more at both earlier and later times (marked 1 and just after the area marked 3)
without us seeing any NEIALs. Once again, this can not be taken as clear indications that NEIALs do
not occur during these times. As we've already emphasized on several occasions, the range resolution
of this experiment is not sufficient to make such conclusions.
However, it is clear that NEIALs can occur at low altitudes, and observations with the different
EISCAT radars indicate that NEIAL occurrences at different heights has more to do with the
transmitter frequency of the radar and the energy in the particle precipitation, than actual altitude
confined processes. No matter what causes NEIALs, the Ion-Ion Two-Stream instability theory fails to
provide an explanation as to what can cause NEIALs at the heights we have presented in this thesis.
As for our geomagnetic activities during our events, they all are consistent with previous
observations, indicating that interactions between the Earth's and the interplanetary magnetic field take
place. For all our occurrences of NEIALs, the IMF By and BZ – components are shown to take on the
values needed for strong currents to be present in the regions where we observe NEIALs, as stated by
Neubert and Christiansen (2003), which is very interesting.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
It seems clear that anti-parallel currents can exist in the same scattering volume. In the unlikely
event that the presentation of the two plasma lines are the reverse of what we've originally assumed, the
data still support this conclusion. Whether or not these currents can also exist at the exact same altitude
as well is still unclear and a point for further study. The plasma lines from December 21 2007
20:15:42 UT surely seems to indicate that a sharp boundary between the differently pointed currents
are present, while the data from 20:15:54 UT suggests the opposite. This means that we can not
exclude the Current Driven Instability theory as a possible explanation as to what causes NEIALs,
having shown that oppositely directed field-aligned currents must exist in the same scattering volume.
As for the Ion-Ion Two-Stream Instability theory, we must conclude that it seems less likely to
be at least the sole explanation for NEIALs. We clearly see NEIALs at much lower altitudes than the
theory would suggest. Even though the analysed data from our days in question show some ion outflow
during our recorded NEIALs (figure 7 marked 1 and figure 12 marked 3), these ion velocities are not
sufficient to set up a high enough relative drift between the ion populations to cause enhancements, as
explained by Wahlund et. al. (1992).
The theory of Parametric decay of Langmuir waves by Forme (1993, 1999) also has some
problems explaining the occurrence of NEIALs below 200 km altitude. High energy particles could
penetrate that far into the ionosphere, loosing energy on their way down until they eventually reach the
energy states required, but that leaves us to question how this can happen on days when MSP data
shows virtually no presence of these “hard” particles over Svalbard and the ESR radar on December 17
2007 (figure 11). However, it is difficult determining whether or not the lowest of enhancements
presented in this thesis are NEIALs or just satellites and as already mentioned some minor error with
regards to the MSP data for this day occur. The actual case might be that these particles are present,
penetrating deep enough into the ionosphere as figure 7 indicate they do. For this reason, nothing
conclusive can be said with regards to this theory of decaying Langmuir waves, other than more study
is needed before a final conclusion can be made.
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